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Abstract. Face detection serves as a fundamental research topic for
many applications like face recognition. Impressive progress has been
made especially with the recent development of convolutional neural net-
works. However, the issue of large scale variations, which widely exists
in high resolution images/videos, has not been well addressed in the lit-
erature. In this paper, we present a novel algorithm called SFace, which
efficiently integrates the anchor-based method and anchor-free method to
address the scale issues. A new dataset called 4K-Face is also introduced
to evaluate the performance of face detection with extreme large scale
variations. The SFace architecture shows promising results on the new
4K-Face benchmarks. In addition, our method can run at ∼50 frames
per second (fps) with an accuracy of 80% AP on the standard WIDER
FACE dataset, which outperforms the state-of-art algorithms by almost
one order of magnitude in speed while achieves comparative performance.
Keywords: Face Detection, Scale Variation, Real-time
1 Introduction
With the recent development of digital camera industry, the 4K ultra HD res-
olution cameras, e.g., 3840×2160, is becoming more and more popular. These
high-resolution images propose a great challenge to the face detection problem
as the scales of face can range from 10×10 to 2000×2000. However, the large
scale variation is still one of the core challenges for face detection and has not
been well solved in literature.
Traditionally, there are potentially two ways to address the scale variation
problem. From the input-level, image pyramids can be applied to deal with dif-
ferent scales of face by using different input image sizes. However, these methods
will significantly increase the computational cost and have lower inference speed.
Furthermore, a sophisticated post-processing step is also needed to merge the
results from different image pyramids.
1 Equal contribution.
2 Work was done during an internship at Megvii Research.
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Fig. 1. Illustrative examples of face detection in large scale variations. All the images
are from the new 4K-Face dataset.
On the other hand, many works focuses on solving the scale challenge from
the model (or feature) level. These methods either design specific settings of
anchors or leverage anchor-free architecture to process different scales implicitly.
The anchors in these algorithms must be designed carefully for each specific
task, and usually can not be transferable to other datasets. This makes the
anchor-based methods vulnerable to dataset distributions. On the contrary, the
anchor-free algorithms, such as DenseBox [1] and UnitBox [2], usually fail to
obtain the accurate localization ability compared with anchor-based methods.
As a results, the anchor-free methods have trailed the accuracy of anchor-based
detectors thus far.
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm called SFace to address the scale
variation issue efficiently. More specifically, the SFace architecture integrates
anchor-based methods (like RetinaNet [3]) and anchor-free based methods (like
UnitBox [2]) with two branches. The idea is inspired by the following observation.
The anchor-based methods can provide accurate bounding-box localization for
the face scales ranging from 32×32 to 512×512 with a common anchor setting.
And the faces with arbitrary sizes, especially for the faces with extreme large
scales, can be implicitly captured by anchor-free methods. By combining the
two methods efficiently, our method achieves high detection performance while
maintains low computational cost as well. For better merging the two branches,
we also present an effective re-score approach based on the Intersection-Over-
Union (IOU) prediction. The proposed re-score approach can efficiently unify
the confidence scores of two different branches and leads to a both better and
easier merging process.
In addition, systematic benchmarks with large scale variations for face de-
tection in high resolution images are still lacking. Therefore, we also present
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a new benchmark, called 4K-Face, to evaluate face detectors in extreme large
scale variations. The 4K-Face dataset is annotated with the WIDER FACE style.
The dataset includes around 5000 ultra high resolution images with extremely
large face scale variations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset
designed for 4K high resolution face detection.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
– We present a novel architecture, called SFace, to address the large scale
variations by efficiently integrating anchor-based method and anchor-free
method. An effective re-score method based on the Intersection-Over-Union
(IOU) prediction is proposed on top of the model to better unify the outputs
of two branches.
– A new benchmark, named 4K-Face, with around 5,000 images and 30,000
face annotations. This is the first benchmark that aims to explicitly evaluate
face detectors in high resolution images with extremely large scale variation
of faces.
– Promising results have been reported with fast inference speed. Our method
obtains the AP of ∼80% at the speed of 50fps on the public WIDER FACE
benchmark [4].
2 Related Work
Face detection is a fundamental and essential step for many face related appli-
cations, e.g. face landmark [5,6] and face recognition [7,8,9]. The milestone work
of Viola-Jones [10] utilizes AdaBoost with Haar feature to get a real-time face
detector with good accuracy. After that, lots of works have been proposed to
improve the performance by introducing more powerful classifiers and more so-
phisticated hand-crafted features [11,12,13]. Besides, [14] employed deformable
part models (DPM) in face detection and achieved remarkable performance.
Compared to previous hand-crafted features, the CNN-based algorithms have
demonstrated great boost of both accuracy and robustness in face detection.
These methods may be summarized according to the following categories: the
anchor-based methods, and the anchor-free algorithms.
Anchor-based methods. A series of works, such as Faster RCNN [15], SSD [16],
DSSD [17], FPN [18] and RetinaNet [3], use pre-designed region proposals, which
are called anchors, to predict the location of object targets. In these methods,
the network will be trained to regress the offsets between the anchors and ground
truth bounding boxes. State-of-the-art results have been reported by the anchor-
based methods. However, the settings of anchors must be designed carefully for
each specific task to achieve good performance. Moreover, since the scales and
aspect ratios of anchors are fixed, it is difficult for these anchor-based methods to
handle object candidates with large shape variations, especially for small objects
like faces [2].
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Fig. 2. An overview of our SFace network architecture.
Anchor-free methods. In contrast, several algorithms, such as YOLO [19],
YOLO9000 [20], DenseBox [1], and UnitBox [2], directly output the bounding
boxes without anchors. There is no restriction of pre-designed scales or ratios in
these methods. For example, UnitBox [2] utilizes every pixel of the feature map to
regress a 4-D distance vector, which represents the distances between the current
pixel and the four bounds, to localize the object candidate containing the pixel.
The anchor-free methods usually have better speed performance by removing
the dense anchors. However, it is also more difficult for the network to learn to
regress the huge variations of bounding boxes without any prior knowledge. As
a result, the detection performance of anchor-free methods, especially for the
localization accuracy, is still slightly suppressed by the anchor-based method.
Handling scale variance in face detection. The issue of large scale varia-
tions of faces has not been well addressed in literature. A lot of recent approaches
focus on solving the scale variation problem. On the one hand, it is intuitive to
detect faces in different scales by leveraging image pyramids. previous works,
such as S3FD [21] and SSH [22], reported considerable performance improve-
ment in wide scaling datasets. However, the multi-scale test will bring huge
computational cost and lead to lower inference speed. On the other hand, other
works focuses on learning stronger scale invariant features. Qin [23] proposed
a joint cascade network for learning multi-scale features. Objects with different
scales are handled by different subnet, separately. Besides, Lin et al. [18] pro-
posed feature pyramid network to better fuse multi-layer features and reported
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remarkable object detection performance. Nevertheless, there methods still relay
on a dense and careful anchor setting. The performance would plummet if the
object is out of the range of pre-designed anchors.
3 SFace Architecture
Our goal is to achieve the accuracy of anchor-based method without careful
attention to the anchor setting. To be specific, we present a novel algorithm
called SFace, which integrates anchor-based methods (like RetinaNet [3]) and
anchor-free based methods (like DenseBox [1]) in two branches. The construction
of the proposed architecture involves an FPN backbone, a set of anchor based
branches, and one anchor-free branch.
3.1 Feature Pyramid Backbone
Convolutional neural networks extract different levels of features and spatial res-
olutions in different network layers. The bottom layers of the network maintain
high spatial resolution, which is good for spatial localization, especially for the
small objects. On the contrary, the top layers of the network can extract pow-
erful semantic features, which has demonstrated great power for classification
tasks. previous work [18] proposed an effective backbone, called feature pyramid
network (FPN), to fuse features from different levels. FPN creates a powerful
feature pyramid that has strong semantics at all scales.
Following the design principle of FPN, our method uses a top-down archi-
tecture with lateral connections to build an in-network feature pyramid from a
single-scale input. Specifically, we create FPN from P3 to P5 (from stride 8 to
stride 32) and introduce high level semantic features (Conv5) to the bottom layer
(Conv3) with high resolution. Different from previous works like RetinaNet, the
proposed method does not create branches on top of P5 or extract features at
very high resolution. Our experiments show that these layers (P3-P5) are suf-
ficient to detect most of faces with good efficiency and are robust to dataset
distribution. Meanwhile, in order to further reduce the computational cost, we
only use a 1× 1 convolutions with 32-dimension output channels as lateral con-
nections of the feature pyramid blocks. The summation of the upsample of Pn,
and the 32-D convolutions from Convn, will be used as the fused feature pyra-
mids, and then directly feeds the classification or regression subnets.
Besides the feature pyramid network, we use an Xception-like base model [24],
namely the Xception-39 1, to achieve good balance between speed and accuracy.
The architecture and specifics of the network are illustrated in Table 1. The
model has deep layers with large receptive field of 1679. It achieves a Top-1
error of 44.9%, and Top-5 error of 21.4%, under single crop on the ImageNet
validation dataset [25].
1 The network is called Xception-39 because its computational flops is 39M.
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Layer Output size KSize Stride Repeat
output
channels
Image 224× 224
Conv1 112× 112 3× 3 2 1 8
MaxPool 56× 56 3× 3 2
P3 28× 28 2 1 16
28× 28 1 3 16
P4 14× 14 2 1 32
14× 14 1 7 32
P5 7× 7 2 1 64
7× 7 1 3 64
GAP 1× 1 7× 7
FC 1000
FLOPs 39M
Table 1. Architecture description of the Xception-39 backbone network.
3.2 Anchor-based Branches
We employ an anchor branch to get better localization performance. Our goal
is to leverage the accuracy of anchor-based method without careful attention to
the anchor setting. Therefore, the anchor branch is largely reduced compared
with previous methods [3,21,26,27].
To be specific, our method outputs anchor-based branches on feature pyra-
mids from P3 to P5. The redundant layers for large faces, such as P6 and P7
(with stride 64 and 128, respectively) are removed. The anchors have areas of
162 to 642 from P3 to P5. Each pyramid level have anchors of 2 ratios {1:1,
1:1.5} and 3 scales {20, 21/3, 22/3}. In summary, the anchor setting requires 6
anchors per pyramid level and is able to capture face areas from 162 to 101.592
pixels with respect to the network input.
During training, each anchor will be assigned a binary classification target
(background or face) and a 4-D vector of bounding box regression target. We
adjust the assignment rule of previous anchor-based methods for better merging
result. Moreover, we also deploy IOU Loss, instead of the original Smooth L1
Loss, in the bounding box regression subnet. More details will be discussed in
Section 3.4.
3.3 Anchor-free Branch
An anchor-free branch is equipped with feature pyramid level P3 to assist the
branches with anchors. This anchor-free branch is used to capture objects whose
scales can not be covered by pre-designed anchors, especially the faces that have
a very large scale.
Inspired by previous work [1,2], the anchor-free branch on P3 directly re-
gresses a 4-D vector that represents the distances between the current pixel and
the four bounds of object target. For example, a target bounding box in out-
put coordinate space can be represented with the left-top pixel (xt, yt) and the
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bottom-right pixel (xb, yb). Then the pixel, located in the corresponding areas
of the target bounding with the coordinate of (xi, yi) in the output feature map,
can describe the target bounding box with a 4-dimensional vector tˆ:
tˆ = {dxt = xi − xt, dyt = yi − yt, dxb = xb − xi, dyb = yb − yi} (1)
We employ IOU Loss for distance regression of tˆ to balance bounding boxes
with varied scales. The IOU Loss can be described as follows:
LIOU = − 1
N
∑
ln
intersection(pred, target)
union(pred, target)
(2)
The IOU Loss will normalize the loss of boxes with different scales by their
areas, and show robust to objects of varied shapes and scales. More details will
be described in the following Section 3.4.
3.4 Classification with IOU
The outputs of anchor-based branches and anchor-free branches have significant
difference in both localization manners and confidence scores, which leads to
great difficulty of merging two outputs together. The reasons are as follows:
– For the original anchor-based methods, the anchors that fall in the IOU
of [0.5, 1] will be regarded as positive training samples. The definition of
positive and negative samples has no relation to the results of bounding
box regression. As a result, the classification confidence of the anchor-based
branch mainly represents the probability of whether the corresponding an-
chors, not the final prediction, successfully catch faces. It is hard to evaluate
the final localization accuracy with the classification confidence score. The
situation is even more serious for networks that separate the classification
and regression subnets earlier.
– For the anchor-free methods like DenseBox and UnitBox, the network is
trained in a segmentation-like way. The positive labeled region in the output
feature map is defined to a filled ellipse with radius located in the center
of a face bounding box. For example, for a given bounding box, the posi-
tive ‘segmap’ of the face is an ellipse lies in the center of the bounding box.
The radius of the positive ellipse is proportional to the box scale (e.g., 0.3
to the box width and height [1]). The other pixels will be treated as back-
ground. In this way, the confidence score of the anchor-free branch mostly
indicates whether the corresponding pixel falls on a face, and also has weak
relationship to the localization prediction.
To summarize, neither the anchor-based method, nor the anchor-free method,
includes the final localization accuracy in the classification subnet. And their
confidence scores represent different information. Directly merging the bounding
boxes of the two branches by their classification results is unreasonable and may
leads to drastically drop of detection performance.
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Therefore, we adjust the classification subnets of the two branches to regress
the IOU scores between the prediction and target. Specifically, both the anchor-
based branch and the anchor-free branch will generate a bounding box prediction
in the first step of training2. We then calculate their IOUs between the ground-
truth targets. The anchors (in the anchor-based branch) and the pixels (in the
anchor-free branch), whose IOU is larger than 0.5, will be regarded as the pos-
itive sample and the others are negative. A cross-entropy loss is deployed to
discriminate positive and negative samples as binary classes3.
We use IOU Loss for bounding box regression in both anchor-based branches
and anchor-free methods. This adjustment helps unify the output manner of
the two branches and make better combination results. Following the design
principle of previous works, the bounding box regression loss is only defined
on the positive samples. The other anchors or pixels, whose IOUs fall in [0,
0.5), have no contribute to the bounding box regression loss of the network. We
also employ focal loss [3] to overcome the extreme foreground-background class
imbalance encountered in training.
4 Experiments
The proposed method is evaluated on two benchmarks: WIDER FACE, and 4K-
Face. The WIDER FACE is widely used in face detection. And 4K-Face is a new
dataset which is specifically designed to evaluate face detectors for faces with
large scale variations.
4.1 Datasets
WIDER FACE The WIDER FACE dataset [4] contains 32,203 images and
393,703 annotated faces with a high degree of variation in scale, pose and oc-
clusion. 158,989 of the images are chosen as the training set, 39,496 images are
in the validation set, and the rest are used for testing. The validation set and
test set are split into ‘easy, ‘medium and ‘hard subsets cumulatively (the ‘hard
set contains all images). The WIDER FACE is one of the most challenging face
datasets for face detection.
4K-Face: A Dataset with Huge Scale-varying Faces We observe that
there is a gap between current face detection benchmark and the real world
images, especially for high resolution images and videos. Thus, few datasets
are targeted for faces with huge scale variation in literature. As illustrated in
2 The anchor-based branch will first filter anchors with an IOU threshold of [0.5, 1].
The kept anchors will be used to calculate the final IOU prediction score
3 We tried to use IOU scores directly as regression targets for the classification subnet.
The classification subnet will be trained in a regression manner. However, experi-
mental results demonstrate performance drop compared to the binary cross-entropy
loss.
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Fig. 3. The distribution of face size in WIDER FACE val dataset and 4K-Face. The
X axis represents the face size, and the Y axis represents the number of corresponding
faces in the dataset. The Y axis uses logarithmic scale.
Figure 3, only ∼1% annotated faces in the WIDER FACE dataset are larger than
512 pixels. In contrast, more than 30% face boxes are smaller than 32 pixels.
The scale distribution is very unbalanced. To solve this problem, we introduce a
new dataset, called 4K-Face, for benchmarking the face detector with huge scale
variance.
Data Collection of 4K-Face The images from 4K-Face is collected from the
Internet. Following WIDER FACE event categories, keywords, such as travel,
surgeons, and celebration, are used to retrieve more than 25,000 images from web
search engine. In order to obtain large scale variance, we only keep the images
with 4K resolution (3840×2160). Images without face are filtered. Finally, 5,102
images with more than 30,000 annotated boxes are acquired in total.
Comparing with WIDER FACE, the 4K-Face dataset is more challenging
in terms of scale variation. As shown in Figure 3, the face scale distribution
in the 4K-Face is more balanced. More face with large scale (larger than 512
pixels) exist in the dataset. These factors are essential to simulate and satisfy
the requirements of real world system.
It should be noted that our method is trained on the WIDER FACE training
set. The 4K-Face dataset is only used for evaluation and ablation study.
4.2 Implement Details
We use Xception-39 model pre-trained on ImageNet dataset as the backbone
network. The architecture of the model is illustrated in Table 1. The Top-1 and
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Method AP(easy) AP (medium) AP(hard)
ACF [31] 69.5 58.8 29.0
Faceness [32] 71.6 60.4 31.5
LDCF+ [33] 79.7 77.2 56.4
MT-CNN [23] 85.1 82.0 60.7
CMS-RCNN [34] 90.2 87.4 64.3
ScaleFaces [35] 86.7 86.6 76.4
SFace 89.1 87.9 80.4
Table 2. Comparison of SCaleFace with state-of-art detectors on the test set of the
WIDER FACE dataset.
Top-5 error rates are 44.9% and 21.4%, respectively, on the ImageNet validation
dataset. All the detection networks are trained with AdamW [28] optimizer on 4
GPUs with 128 images per mini-batch (32 images per GPU). The learning rate
is initialized to 1e− 3, and is dropped only once by 10 after 60k iterations. The
weight decay is set to 1e − 5. Similar to RetinaNet, the weights in the outputs
of both classification and regression subnets are initialized with bias b = 0 and
a Gaussian distribution with variance σ = 0.01.
Our network is trained on the training set of WIDER FACE with the follow-
ing data augmentation strategy:
– We random crop a square patch from the original image, and only keep the
ground-truth boxes whose centers are inside the selected patch. Then we
resize the patch to 600× 600 for training.
– We horizontally flip the patch with a probability of 0.5.
– We apply color jitter described in [29]. Specifically, we disturb the contrast,
the brightness, and the color in a random order. Each property is multiplied
by a random coefficient in the range of [0.5, 1.5] independently.
For testing, we perform standard Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) [30]
with an IOU threshold of 0.5 for merging outputs from different branches. All
models are tested on WIDER FACE images with shortest edge resize to 1500
pixels, and 4K-Face images with original sizes.
4.3 Overall performance
The precision-recall curves of WIDER FACE dataset is shown in Figure 4 and
Table 2. Our method acquires a comparable AP of 80.7%, and significantly out-
performs other methods in run-time speed. It should be noted that the backbone
model of our method (the Xception-39) is more than 200 times smaller in terms
of computation cost than other methods [36,22,21], which use base models like
ResNet101 [37] and VGG16 [31]4. Meanwhile, our algorithm reaches an AP of
4 The computational flops of ResNet101 and VGG16 are 7.6G and 15.3G separately.
In contrast, Xception-39 only has 39M Flops of computation.
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Fig. 4. Precision-recall curves on WIDER FACE validation and test sets.
65.4% on the 4K-Face dataset, suppressing the RetinaNet and Unitbox by ∼12%
and ∼2%, respectively. Example results of our method are illustrated in Figure 6.
4.4 Ablation study
Compare with RetinaNet & UnitBox To better understand the contribu-
tion of anchor-based branches and anchor-free branches, we compare our method
with RetinaNet [3] and UnitBox [2]. For the sake of fairness, we use the same
FPN-backbone setup as mentioned in Section 3.1, and keep the other parts un-
changed in each method.
The RetinaNet origin model follows the anchor assign strategy and anchor
setting described in [3]. In contrast, we also employ a modified RetinaNet
model with similar anchor setting as describe in Section 3.2. Specifically, we only
keep pyramid layers of P3, P4, and P5, and make corresponding modifications
to the anchor scales. For the UnitBox, we use the same setting in [2]. All of
these models are trained on WIDER FACE training set.
The results are illustrated in Table 3 and 4.
We first compare the detectors performance in different scales. The RetinaNet
demonstrates good performance when the scales can be captured by the pre-
designed anchors. However, the performance of RetinaNet drops drastically once
the face scales fall out of the range of anchors. For example, RetinaNet can obtain
92.5% and 91.2% in easy and medium set of WIDER FACE, but only achieve
65.0% in the hard set. In contrast, the UnitBox [2] is able to detect faces with
a large scale variation. But the performance in terms of AP is a little worse for
its poor localization ability compared with RetinaNet. Only AP of 70.6% and
76.0% are achieved in the easy and medium set, respectively.
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BaseNet P3-P5 layer re-score Anchor-based Branch Anchor-free Branch AP (easy) AP (medium) AP (hard)
RetinaNet 92.6 91.2 65.0
RetinaNet(multi-scale) 90.7 90.3 75.2
RetinaNet X 43.8 64.9 74.7
UnitBox 70.6 76.0 67.8
SFace X X 43.5 64.4 73.7
SFace X X 71.6 78.1 73.7
SFace X X X 71.6 78.1 73.8
SFace X X X 39.5 62.4 72.9
SFace X X X 90.0 88.8 78.8
SFace X X X X 89.8 88.7 80.7
Table 3. The ablation study of SFace on the WIDER FACE validation dataset.
BaseNet P3-P5 layer re-score Anchor-based Branch Anchor-free Branch AP(< 32) AP(32− 256) AP(256− 512) AP(> 1024) AP(all)
RetinaNet 1.22 54.62 74.51 47.74 53.34
RetinaNet X 29.23 49.72 0.00 0.00 32.73
UnitBox 3.27 61.09 81 50.97 63.82
SFace X X 26.86 46.51 0.00 0.00 30.72
SFace X X 3.41 57.35 77.80 53.82 61.49
SFace X X X 3.51 57.38 77.81 53.80 61.60
SFace X X X 23.62 48.03 0.00 0.00 31.50
SFace X X X 4.07 62.93 81.38 60.48 64.30
SFace X X X X 6.70 63.09 81.35 60.48 65.39
Table 4. The ablation study of SFace on the 4K-Face dataset.
Compared with the two method, our method can tolerate huge scale variation
and acquire a accurate localization results simultaneously. With an efficient inte-
gration of anchor-based method and anchor-free method, the proposed method
acquire an AP of 80.7% in the WIDER FACE validation set, and 65.39% in
4K-Face, which outperforms RetinaNet (65% and 53.34%) and UnitBox (67.8%
and 63.82%) by ∼10% in average. This results demonstrate good complementary
between the anchor-based method and anchor-free method.
Efficiency of Merging Strategy We now turn to analyze the efficiency of
the proposed merging strategy. The results are illustrated in Table 3 and 4. As
describe in Section 3.4, directly merging the two branches leads to a significantly
drop of the detection performance. With the proposed re-score method, the
detection AP is boosted from 73.8% to 80.7% on the WIDER FACE dataset,
and from 61.60% to 65.39% in 4K-Face.
Inference Time The speed evaluation results are illustrated in Table 5. The
speed are measured on NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU. By leveraging the light weight
backbone network, our method demonstrates considerable run-time speed of
∼80fps for 1080p images, and achieves real time performance for 4K images.
These results meet the practical requirements of face detection in high resolution
images and videos.
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Min size 1080 1200 1500 2160
Time 12.46ms 14.30ms 21.53ms 41.13ms
AP (WIDER FACE hard) 76.7 78.4 80.7 78.8
Table 5. The inference time and precision with respect to different input sizes for our
Method.
5 Conclusion
We present a clean and simple architecture, called SFace, to detect faces with
large scale variations. The architecture integrates the anchor-based method and
the anchor-free method efficiently with a novel re-score algorithm. We also
present a new benchmark, 4K-Face, to better evaluate detectors in high resolu-
tion images with extremely large scale variation of faces. The proposed method
demonstrates significant improvements over several strong baselines while keep-
ing high inference speed. Thus, it provides a practical solution for research and
applications of face detection, especially for high-resolution images.
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Fig. 5. Example results of SFace on the validation set of the WIDER FACE dataset.
Fig. 6. Example result of SFace on the 4K-Face dataset.
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